
Arizona voters want more funding for 
teachers and students 

ANNUAL ARIZONA EDUCATION SURVEY RESULTS 
Conducted on behalf of Expect More Arizona – Nov. 12-15, 2019

600 Likely Arizona Voters Surveyed - Margin of Error +/- 4.0%

For the fifth consecutive year, a 
majority of voters consider education 
the top issue facing our state.
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A staggering majority of 
voters say the salaries K-12 

teachers receive in  
Arizona is too low
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Nearly three of four 
voters say too little 

funding is going to K-12 
schools in Arizona

When asked specifically 
to consider the top issue 

facing education in  
Arizona, voters said:
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Voters rated a list of 12 items in terms of funding 
priorities for education. The five highest rated,  

in rank order, are:

Teacher pay outpaced other P-20 education 
issues as the thing voters would be MOST 
willing to pay more in taxes to support. 

Education is important at 
all levels and in need of 

additional  investments – 
starting from early learning 

to K-12 and beyond to 
community colleges and 

universities

83%

Arizona voters agree that:

The quality of our 
schools impacts 

the strength of our 
communities

94%

It is important to 

provide schools the 

funding they need 

to attract and retain 

great teachers

94%

Everyone in the state 
benefits from a strong 

education system, even 
if they don’t have school-

age children 

90%

In order to provide a 
skilled worker for every 

job we need to 
invest in our schools – 

early education through 
higher education

87%

3 Strategies and interventions  
to support reading proficiency  
by the end of 3rd grade

2 Improving the performance of 
lower performing schools

1 Raising teacher pay to the  
national median 4 Maintaining funding for career  

and technical education

5 Making Arizona’s public colleges 
and universities more affordable
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Funding for student support 

services, such as school 
counselors, early interventions 

and screenings, and other wrap-
around services


